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Chaotic States of Almost Periodic Schrodinger Operators
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A one-dimensional quantum mechanical model defined by the "quadratic mapping Hamil-
tonian" which is almost periodic is presented. The model admits a Cantor spectrum of
Lebesgue measure zero with a singular continuous measure and produces extended states
displaying an unexpected chaotic behavior at large distances.
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Many physical systems can be described via a
Schrodinger equation with an almost periodic po-
tential. This is the case for linear organic con-
ducting chains, ' electronic properties of crystals
in a uniform magnetic fieM, ' and the Ginzburg-
Landau theory of filamentary superconductor s.'
In all these systems, the problem is reduced to
a one-dimensional Schrodinger equation, in
which the potential V(x) is an almost periodic
function; namely, V(x) can be expanded in a Fou-
rier series:

V(x) = P v exp(2i~~x),

where Q is a countable subset of the real num-
bers. Of particular interest for physical applica-
tions are the nature of the spectral measure
(pure point, absolutely continuous, and singular
continuous), the behavior of the wave function
(localized or extended, chaotic or nonchaotic),
and finally the topological feature of the spectrum
(connected, band spectrum, Cantor spectrum).

A diseretized version of the Schrodinger equa-
tion is provided by the popular "almost Mathieu"

equation:

g(g+1) +p(n —1) +2pcos2&(x -nn) g(n)

=Ey(n), (2)

where now g(n) is a sequence indexed by positive
or negative integers, u being irrational. Equa-
tion (2) has been studied by several authors,
using both heuristic or numerical methods~ and
rigorous arguments. " Aubrey and Andrd' have
conjectured that states have to be localized (expo-
nentially decreasing) or extended (Bloch waves)
according to whether p is greater or smaller
than 1. The conjecture has been proved to be
valid under restrictive conditions', in particular
a is required to be far from any rational p/q,
according to

~
o. —p/q~ ~ C/q '", C ) 0, e & 0. (3)

On the other hand Avron and Simon, ' following
Gordon, ' have considered the case where o. is
close to rational numbers, namely, when there
exists a sequence of rationale p„/q„such that

~
n -p„/q„~ - 1/n~", n & 1.
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Dy(n) = g(2n) .

The renormalization-group equation satisf ied
by H ~M can be written as

& oM D D(&oM ~) ~ (8)

The quadratic mapping Hamiltonian is given in a

In this case, for any JI there are no localized
states. Therefore the Aubry-Andrd' conjecture
is not valid for p. )1 and according to Pastur"
the spectrum has no absolutely continuous part.
In this case, as well as in the case p, =1, we have
a singular continuous spectrum and we expect. a
strange behavior of the wave functions.

A similar situation occurs in the Kronig-Penney
equation" ":

(
n=+ ~

, + Q g(u-en)s(x-|:„(u)))t)(|)

=Eg(z), (5)

where

x„„(u)-x„(u) =f(u-nn).
Here f and g are assumed to be continuous period-
ic functions with period one. Perturbation argu-
ments show that for g small enough, the solutions
of (5) are extended Bloch waves provided oi ful-
fills condition (3). The localization region is
reached when g is large enough; however, the
spectrum remains singular continuous when n
obeys condition (4) and no solution vanishes at
infinity even for g large.

However, in the singular-spectrum case, it
still remains to understand the behavior of the
wave functions at large distances. Here we pro-
pose a solvable almost periodic model, the solu-
tions of which display a chaotic behavior. This
model is derived from the observation"'" that
quadratic iterated polynomials appear to belong
to a family of polynomials that are orthogonal
with respect to a measure with support on a
Cantor set. The related operator is nothing but
the Jacobi tridiagonal matrix associated with the
linear recursion relation. We use here a differ-
ent starting point, and define the Hamiltonian as
the solution of a quadratic polynomial renormal-
ization-group equation, and therefore we will
call this model the quadratic mapping Hamilton-
ian H oM. More precisely if g = ( P(n), n ) 0) is
a square integrable sequence, we define the
(doubling) dilation operator D as

Schrodinger-type discrete form as

(&o~ y)(n)

=(R +) 'y(n+1)+(R )"q(n-i), (9)

where the coefficients R„are recursively de-
fined ' by

(i) R, =0,

(ii) R,„+R,„„=A. ,

(iii) R,„R,„,=R„.
(10)

When A. = 2, the solution is R, = 0, R, = 2, and R„
=1, n ) 2, and the corresponding H ~~ is a dis-
crete Laplace operator with a special boundary
condition at n =0. The spectrum is the interval
[-2, +2]. The Hermiticity condition is fulfilled
if and only if A. -2. The corresponding H~& is a
generalized Schrodinger-like operator which also
describes a chain of inhomogeneous harmonic
oscillators, each coupled with its nearest neigh-
bors. "

We have the following results for A,
~ 2.

Result 1.—The spectrum of H~M is invariant
under the map E and its inverse y, defined by

E(z) =z' —X, y, (z) =~(Z+z)'~'.

Result 2.—Let p. be the spectral measure rela-
tive to the vector e,(n) = 5, „:

(e, ~(z -a) '~e, )=J(z -E) 'dp, (E); (12)

then p, is invariant under E and y„namely,

J d p.(E)f(E) = J d p,(E)f(E' —X),

J d V(E)f(E) (i3)

=
2 fdl (E)Q((&+E)'~') +f(-(&+E) ') j

o = (ooi oi~ ~ ~ ~ ~o~ i ~ ~ ~ )~ oi = +1
~

E(o) = lim y, ~ y, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y, (0)
n~~

= o,++o,vX+ o, ~

X is a Cantor set of Lebesgue measure zero, ' '"
obtained as follows. We start from [-$, + $J
where $ is the positive fixed point of E: E($) = $,
y+($) = $. We remove the segment ] q (-g),
&p,(-$)[; then in each remaining interval we re-
move ] y, o y (-g), y, ~ y+(-$)[ and so on. The
end points of the removed segments have the
form p, ~ p, ~ ~ ~ ~ p, (-$), with o, =+1, and

From the classical results on iteration of poly-
nomials (see Brolin" for a review), when A ) 2,
we get the spectrum of H~M as the set X of points
E(o):
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they are mapped onto $ when transformed (n+1)
times by F. The representation (15) of the points
of X is a well-adapted coding satisfying

and

(+, v) = (+, v„v„v„.. . ). (18)

E(E(v)) =E(rv), y, (E(v)) =E(~, v),

where T denotes the one-sided shift

&(v., „„.. . ) =( „., „... )

(16) However, (16) expresses that there is only one
measure p, satisfying (13), which in terms of v

is nothing else than the "coin-tossing" probabil-
ity distribution giving a probability one-half for
each 0„ to be either +1 or -1:

Jd~f= J rl dv. —.'[6(v. -I) ~(v. 1)]f(E(v., v„".))
n =0

(19)

From (19) it is easily seen that the support of p,

is the set X which has Lebesgue measure zero, "
and that LLf. has no atomic part. p. is thus a singu-
lar continuous measure. The shift T (or equiva-
lently E) is ergodic and even a Bernoulli shift,
which is the most chaotic example of a dynamical
system.

We shall now analyze the properties of the co-
efficients R„occurring in the Hamiltonian. We
have the following.

Re&ult &.—For A.
~ 2, the sequence R =(R„), n

~0, satisfies

im ~R2&„+~ —R~ ~

—0
~

s )~ 0 n o ] .
A' ~oo

(20)

the limit holds uniformly in s and n. This result
can be found in Ref. 13 in a weaker form which
does not insure uniformity. In fact a recursive
argument on s similar to the method used in Ref.
13 allows one to get a better estimate:

]R,.„., -R, f -Z/(Z-2)". (21)

2~ ~-X

R„= p g r, ,e xpi2v —,(2p+1).
a=0 0=0

(22)

The last step of our analysis is devoted to the
eigenfunctions which can be written as [see Eq.
(26) below]

y„(E)=P„(E)/(R, "R„)'~'. (23)

The long-distance behavior of the eigenfunctions
is described by the I yapunov exponent y(E) de-
fined as

P'(n) + y'(n+ 1)
y(E) = lim ln

2( ),( )
(24)

The uniformity property is therefore achieved for
A. &3. An analyticity argument allows us to ex-
tend the result toward A.

~ 2. From the uniformity
property we can deduce that R is almost periodic.
More precisely, A is a limit-periodic sequence"
and from the general theory of almost periodic
functions, we conclude that R admits a Fourier
expansion:

From the Thouless formula" we can prove by
using (13)

»(E) =r(f (E)), (25)

so that y(E) vanishes on the spectrum, indicating
that the states are extended.

The most significant property of the states is
their chaotic behavior, which is seen from the
following argument: P„(E) is the sequence of
polynomials defined by the usual three-term re-
cursion relation:

P =1, P,(E) =E,

P„„(E)=EP„(E)-R„J„,(E) . (26)

They are the orthogonal polynomials with respect
to the measure jLI.:

jy„(E)y.(E) dq(E) = ~. „. (27)

Then using Result 2 and Eq. (9), we get, ""for
any EE(R,

P,.„(E)=P„(r&"~(E)), (28)

where E~" ~ is the nth iterate of the quadratic
polynomial E. Thanks to (10) and (16), we have

P.(E(&"4)
(R R .R„)"' '

1 P

(29)

For almost every E(v) in X the sequence o is
really chaotic, which implies as k - that the
spatial behavior of g,~„(E(v)) is itself chaotic
with probability one. Exceptional sequences v
can be periodic in such a way that k —p, &„(E(v))
is periodic, but this happens with probability
zero with respect to p..

Besides its solvability, the most interesting
property of the model is its chaotic behavior: At
large distances the states, uhich are all extended,
retain no memory of the near periodicity and
fluctuate at random. It is tempting to conjecture
that a chaotic behavior occurs also in the almost
Mathieu equation (2) when a fulfills condition (4).
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The question is then how to characterize the
randomness property involved here, and its con-
nection with the tunneling effect between narrow
resonances which creates the extended states.

The situation is reminiscent of properties of
dynamical systems. Discretized equations can
be considered as Poincard' maps of dynamical
systems with infinite degrees of freedom, an
analogy which has been often pointed out, and
recently used in the study of the Frenkel-Kontor-
ova model for incommensurate structures. "
Bloch waves in the almost Mathieu equation
correspond to invariant tori observed under per-
turbation in completely integrable systems, ac-
cording to the so-called Kalmogorov-Arnold-
Moser theorem. " Similarly we conjecture that
chaotic waves appear in the vicinity of hyperbolic
points, i.e., near the edges of the bands in the
spectrum. Along this line, the quadratic mapping
Hamiltonian looks similar to that of completely
chaotic systems, for example, the so-called
standard map, where it has been shown that
chaotic behavior is associated with the absence
of invariant tori."

Our model looks promising in many other re-
spects, for example, the electrical conductivity,
diffusion constant, stability properties under
small perturbation, and scattering experiments
if such a system allows the scattered particle to
be trapped during a very long time. '

We think of a possible generalization to higher-
degree polynomials of the quadratic mapping
Hamiltonian, and we leave open the question of
what happens for A. smaller than 2, where Her-
miticity is lost.
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